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Let RP be a projective R-module which is not finitely generated. Let E = 
End,(P). This paper examines the structure of P as an E-module and relations 
between right ideals of R and E-submodules of P, between R-submodules of P 
and left ideals of E, and between right annihilators and left annihilators of 
subsets of E and closed R-submodules of P. The ring automorphisms of E are 
characterized. A basic assumption throughout is that P contains at least one 
unimodular element. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let RP be a projective R-module and E = End,(P) be its endomorphism 
ring. If  P is finitely generated as an R-module, then the basic theory of the 
relations between R, E, P, and its dual P* = Hom(,P, RR) has been thoroughly 
studied. A summary of standard results can be found in [3, p. 651. If  P is not 
finitely generated less is known. Indeed, P*, for example, may no longer be 
projective. Also, for some time, it was an open question as to the description of 
the Jacobson radical of E (this is now available in [12]). This is clearly related to 
an old problem of characterizing the Jacobson radical of the ring of row finite 
matrices over an arbitrary ring. Recently, Fuller [7] examined in detail the 
concepts of density and categorical equivalence for infinitely generated projec- 
tives. We believe most of what is known may be found in [2,4,5,7, 11-13, 15,161. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine infinitely generated projectives and 
their rings of endomorphisms, not from either a categorical or a density and 
centralizer standpoint, but rather in the style of infinite-dimensional vector 
spaces over division rings, e.g., [l], [9], or [lo]. To achieve nice behavior, 
we assume that P has at least one unimodular element. This is not a severe 
constraint since Bass [2] has shown that “large” projectives tend to be free. 
Roughly, as projectives become larger, unimodular elements tend to appear; for 
example, see Serre’s theorem [3, p. 1731. 
Section (2) describes P as an E-module. Actually a little more is done. The 
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module-theoretic properties of P under E are determined by the action of 
the ring of endomorphisms E, of “finite rank” on P. I f  P is finitely generated 
then E and E, coincide. If  P is infinitely generated E and E, “pull apart” and E,, 
is embedded densely in E. The E,-module properties of P are then inherited by 
any ring Z with E,, C Z C 2. Thus, Section (2) examines P as a Z-module. 
Section (3) examines right and left annihilators of subset of Z and relates 
these to the closed submodules of P. This gives a “three-cornered Galois 
Theory” in the sense of Baer [l, p. 1721. Th ese correspondences have appeared 
to have escaped notice in general module theory. 
Section (4) describes the ring automorphism of .Zand shows Aut(C) N Aut(E,,). 
Our original interest in this problem arose from an attempt to describe the auto- 
morphisms of End,(F), where F was a free R-module of infinite dimension. The 
automorphisms were known where R was a division ring [8] and when R was a 
principal ideal domain [14]. Previous approaches for free modules have utilized 
families of elementary matrices or have established projectivities between the 
lines in F, inturn invoking the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry, 
to create the form of the automorphisms. Our approach is simpler and module- 
theoretic. Hence we can escape the “free” situation. 
We would like to express our appreciation to Mike Shornick and Roger Ware 
for discussions on these problems and the Department of Mathematics of The 
Pennsylvania State University for support during the writing of this paper. 
2. PROJECTIVE MODULES AND THEIR ENDOMORPHISM RINGS 
Throughout this paper R denotes an associative ring with 1. All other rings 
are associative but may or may not contain an identity. Let P denote a non- 
finitely generated projective left R-module. Let P* denote the dual module 
Hom(,P, RR) and E denote the R-endomorphism ring Hom(,P, RP) of P. The 
action of elements of E or P* on P will be written on the right. It is clear P is an 
(R, E)-bimodule and P* is an (E, R)-bimodule. 
We will assume throughout that P contains a unimodular element e, i.e., Re is 
a free summand of P of dimension 1. Thus, P = Re @ Q. Any R-morphism 
a: P + P may consequently be identified with a matrix 
where OL E Hom,(Re, Re), #I E Hom,(Q, Re), 6 E Hom,(Re, Q) and 7 E Hom,(Q, Q). 
Let we: P + Re and no: P -+ Q denote the natural projections. Occasionally, we 
consider re and rro to be in E by identifying Re and Q with their images in P. 
Let fin P* be the R-linear map satisfying ef = 1 andf / o = 0. 
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Define 
and 
( , ):P@,P*+R 
[ ,]:P*@,P+E 
where, for x and y in P and f in P*, y[f, X] = (y, f)~. It is easy to see that ( , ) 
is an (R, R)-bimorphism and [ , ] is an (E, E)-bimorphism. 
The above notation will be maintained throughout this paper. 
A subset D of E is said to be dense in E if for every finite set xi ,..., x, of 
elements of P and any u in E, there is a d in D with xia = xid for 1 < i < n. 
It is well known that a module is projective if and only if it possesses a (projec- 
tive) dual basis. For example, for Q there must exist {fh 1 X EA} in Q* = 
Hom,(Q, R) and {x~ 1 X E /l} in Q such that for every x in Q 
(a) xf = 0 for all but a finite number of h E /l, 
lb) x = z’(xh) x, - 
Extend each of the above fA to P by requiring fA I?, = 0. Then P has a dual 
basis {f,fn 1 X E /1} and { e, x, 1 h E /1}. We call this an e-based dual basis for P. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Im[ , ] ks dense in E, 
(b) [ , ] is in.ective. 
Proof. Let {x~ 1 h E /l} in P and {f, [ X E (1} in P* be a dual basis (projective). 
To show (a), suppose yi ,... , yn in P and o in E are given. It is easy to see there 
is a finite subset I of (1 with yj = xi., ( y5 , f*) xi for 1 < j < tl. Then 
To show (b), suppose cz1 [gi , yj] = 0. Then, as above, for some finite subset 
1 of 4 Y5 = LrY5D-i 9 %I* 
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Then 
Denote the image of [ , ] by E,, . Observe E,, is a two-sided ideal of E. I f  
o = xi=, [gi , yi] is in E,, then xu = C (x, gi)yi and the image of u is contained 
in the finitely generated R-submodule Ry, + .*. + Ry, of P. On the other hand, 
if u in E is such that Im( u is contained in a finitely generated submodule of P, ) 
then, by writing each generator in terms of {xA 1 X E A} for a dual basis of P, 
there is a finite subset I C A with Im(u) C Ciel Rx, and 
for all x in P. Thus u is in E,, . For these reasons, E,, is called the ideal of endo- 
morphisms of P of finite rank. Note if u is in R, then Im(u) need not be finitely 
generated. If  R is a division ring then E, is precisely the u with dim(Im(u)) < 00. 
Let Z denote any ring (not necessarily with identity) satisfying EO C Z C E. 
We will work throughout with Z. The central idea is that the structure of E, 
determines the structure of the family of Z, E, C Z C E. The density of E, is 
obviously inherited by Z: Thus, the density condition with i = 1 implies the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The lattice of Z-submodules of Pz coincides with the lattice 
of E-submodules of PE . 
Thus, we examine the E-submodules of PE . 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of fight 
ideals of R and the lattice of E-submodules of PE . This is giwen as follows. If A,. 
is a right ideal of R then 
A, --f A,P. 
If M is an E-submodule of P then 
M + r(M), 
where F(M) = (.Z(m, f)l m E M, f E P*} is the trace of M. 
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Proof. Let RP be projective such that P @ P = ,$ is a free R-module. 
Suppose M is an E-module of P then, if E = End,(F), we have ME an & 
submodule of R. But the above is true for free modules [8, p. 1121. Hence, there 
is a right ideal A, in R with ME = A,F. Let rr: F -+ P be the projection. .Then 
M = ME = M&m = M& = A,.Frr = A,P. Suppose for right ideals A, 
and B, we have A,.P = B,P. Since P = Re @ Q, then A,e = B,e and A, = B, . 
Finally, it is easy to see Y(M) = Y(A,P) = F(A7e @ A,Q) = A,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a Csubmodule of P=. Then 
Hom,(P, P/M) = Horn&P, P/M). 
Proof. Suppose O: Pz -+ (P/M), . Let O(X) = y  + M. Since E is dense in 
E, for /3 in E there is an 7 in C with x/3 = xv and y/3 = yq. Thus 0(x/3) = 
u(xv) = o(x)? = yp + M = o(x)& H ence Hom,(P, P/M) C Hom(P, P/M). 
The other inclusion is obvious. 
THEOREM 2.5. (a) Pz is a cyclic projective Z-module. 
(b) P* N Hom(PX , 2,). 
Proof. Let x be in P. Suppose x = re + q, q in Q. Take 01 in Him,(Re, Re) 
such that eel = re and 6 in Hom,(Re, Q) such that e8 = q. Then 
a 0 a=8 0 [ 1 
is in E and ea = x. Hence, by density, there is a /I in Z with e/3 = x, that is, 
P = e.Z is cyclic. The projection V~ is an idempotent in E,, C Z and it is easy to 
check the map eC --f n,.Z by e/3 ---f rr$ is a Cisomorphism and rr,Z is clearly a 
projective Z-module. 
To show P* N Hom(PZ , &-) consider the map $: P* + Hom(Pr , Zr) given 
kg + k, I = d(g)- It is easy to check that (b is a (Z, R)-bimorphism. 
Suppose +(g) = 0, i.e., [g, x] = 0 for all x in P. Then g = gl = g(e,f) = 
[g, elf = 0. Thus, 4 is injective. Suppose h is in Hom(Pz , &). consider 
+((he)f)(x) = [(he)f, x] = (he)V, x] = h(e,f)x = hx. Hence (he)f-+ h. 
THEOREM 2.6. (a) P N Hom(rP*, -JY) under x --f [ , x]. 
(b) R 3i Hom(Pr , P,) under r + & , where $?: x ---f rx. 
(c) Ro N Hom(,P*, ,P*) under r + & , where &.: g --f gr. 
(d) R~P@rP*under(, ). 
Proof. The above proofs are straightforward or may be taken from modifica- 
tions of the proofs in [14] which examines the special case when E = Z. 
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Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 also occur in [7], originating from a categorical 
viewpoint, and they were motivated from the free setting in [6]. 
An argument similar to Proposition 2.3 will relate the R-submodules of P to 
equivalence classes of left ideals of Z. Let A, and B, be left ideals of Z. Then A, 
and B, are e-related if eA, = eB, . Let BG denote the equivalence classes of 
e-related left ideals of B. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. There is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of R- 
submodules of RP and the set of equivalence classes 9Ye . ThU is given as follows. If 
[AJ is in SYe then 
L%l + PA,. 
Proof. Let M be an R-submodule of RP. Let pz be such that P @ pz = Fr 
is a free Z-module. Set R = End,r(F). Then RM is on R-submodule of F. By 
[8, p. 1121 there is a left ideal A, of ,B with i?M = FA, . Let r: Fz -+ Px be the 
projection. Then M k RM = r&M = wRM = wFA, = PA, . Suppose A, 
and B,aresuch that M = PA, = PB, . TheneBA, = eZB,andeA, = eB,and 
A, and B, are e-related. 
Statements similar to Propositions 2.3 and 2.7 would be available for left ideals 
of R and right ideals of 2 if P* was R-projective. However, rarely is this true. 
For example, if R is commutative, to require P* is R-projective forces R to be 
Artinian (see [Sj). This is the problem as to when products of projectives are 
projective. For example, if F = @C Rb, is free, then F* = Hom( @ C Rb, , R) N 
nA Hom(R, R) N nIh Ra and I& Ro is rarely a projective R-module. 
3. ANNIHILATORS 
We continue the notation and assumptions of the previous section. 
Define a pairing 
( , ):P@P*+R 
by <P, g> = pg. 
If S is a subset of P, then its annihilator in P* is the submodule S of all g 
in P* satisfying (S, g) = 0, i.e., (s, g) = 0 for all s in S. If T is a subset of P*, 
then TL is the set of all p in P with (p, T) = 0. Note since P is projective there 
is a canonical embedding of P in (P * *. Further, for S a submodule of P, our ) 
definition of S1 places Sl in P C P**. An R-submodule S of P or P* is closed 
if Sl = (Sl)l is equal to S. Clearly S C S-t and S-II = S. 
Let B be any subset of 2. Let 
and 
9=(B) = {u in ,Z 1 BU = 0) 
9x(B) = {u in Z 1 uB = O}. 
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The right and left ideals 95’dB) and pz(B) are called the right and left annihilator 
of B, respectively. 
Let S be a subset of P. Let 
and 
J&(S) ={ainZISu =0} 
L(S) = {u in Z 1 PO C S>. 
Finally, for B a subset of Z, let 
and 
N(B) ={Pin PlpB =L) 
PB ={poIpEPandoEB}. 
THEOREM 3.1. P&(S) = S, where S is an R-submodule of P. 
Proof. Clearly P&(S) _C S. Let s be in S and P = Re @ Q. Define u in 
E, C Z by eu = s and u lo = 0. Then Pa = Rs and u is in &r(S). Further 
s = eu, thus s is in P&AS) and consequently, S C P&(S). 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) (x, P*) = 0 implies x = 0, 
(b) (P, g) = 0 impliesg = 0. 
Proof. Let {fA} and {x,} be a projective dual basis for P. Then, if (x, P*) = 0, 
i.e., xf = 0 for all f in P*, then 
x = Z(xfJ x, = 0. 
Part (b) is obvious. 
The next lemma is straightforward. 
LEVMA 3.3. (a) For each subset S C P, we have S C N&(S)). 
(b) For each subset S C P, we have&(S) I&(S) = 0. 
(c) For each subset B C Z, we have&(N(B)) = gz(B). 
(d) For each subset B _C Z, we have &(PB) = sz(B). 
The next result depends on Theorem 3.1, P&-(S) = S for S an R-submodule 
of P. 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Let S be an R-s&nodule of P. Then &(S) = SALAS)). 
(b) Let J = gz(B) for B C Z. Then J = &(N( J)). 
(c) Let J = 9=(B) for B C Z. Then PJis an R-submodule and J = &(PJ). 
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Proof. To show (a) use Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3. Then 9&(S)) = 
&&L(q) = Km. 
To show (b), let J = g=(B). Then 
=%(J) = -Y@&(B)) 
and 
~&%dJ)) = ~@wk(w = ~,z(B). 
Thus 
J = ~&%(I)) 
= &P-%(J)) by Lemma 3.3(d), 
= &dPLz(N(J))) by Lemma 3.3(c), 
= BdWJ)) by Theorem 3.1. 
To show Theorem 3.4(c), let J = Yz(B). Then 
J = L&w-m 
by Lemma 3.3(c). Thus 
PJ = &OWN 
= N(B) by Theorem 3.1. 
Hence 
L#‘J) = L&W)) 
= -G(B) by Lemma 3.3(c), 
= J. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S be an R-s&nodule of P. Then S is closed if and only if 
S = N(&(W 
Proof. Suppose S = N&(S)) and let B = I&-(S). Then B = {u E Z 1 Su = 0). 
Thus, SB = 0. 
I f  CT is in E, one defines the adjoint u* of D in Hom,(P*, P*) by requiring 
CPU, g> = (P, u*g> 
for all p in P and g in P*. 
Thus, since SB = 0, B*P* C S. Suppose x is in Sl. Then 0 = (x, S). 
Hence 0 = (x, B*P*) = (xB, P*). By Lemma 3.2, xB = 0. Thus x is in 
N(B) = N&(S)) = S, i.e., SAL C S. Clearly S 2 FL. Hence S = S-l. 
Conversely, suppose S = Sl. We have S C N&(S)). Thus, it is necessary 
to show N&(S)) C S. 
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First we construct a unimodular element of P which is not in S. If e is not in S 
we are done. Thus, suppose e is in S. Select an element t not in S (the case S = P 
is trivial). Let 
1 0 
u= g 1’ [  
where g: Re -+ Q by eg = t. Then ea is unimodular since (T is invertible. Further, 
ea = e + t is not in S since ea was in S then e being in S implies t would be in S. 
By the above, assume b is unimodular and b is not in S. 
Select any Y not in S. Then there is an h in SA with (r, h) # 0 (for otherwise, 
<r, S) = 0 and r would be in S-l = S). Define p: P -+ P by pp = (p, h)b. 
Then Sp = 0. Further, rp # 0 since b is R-free and p is in E, C 2. Thus, 
r&(S) # 0. Hence r is not in N&(S)). By contrapositive, N&(S)) C S. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If S is on R-direct summand of P, then S is closed. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 it suffices to show N&(S)) C S. 
Suppose P = S @ T. Let a not be in S. Then a = s + t, where s is in S and t 
is in T with t # 0. Let {fA}, (xA} b e a ua d 1 b asis for T. Extendf, to P byf,, Is = 0. 
There is a finite subset with t = ~~~I (tfi) xi. Set u = Cy-, [fi , xi]. Then 0 is 
in E,, C 2, Su = 0 and au = t # 0. Hence (T is in I&(S) but a&(S) # 0. 
Thus, a is not in N&(S)) and N&(S)) C S. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If S is closed in RP, then 
&-(S) = .%(Lw)). 
Proof. %(&(S)) = wY&w) by Lemma 3.3(c), 
=&.x(S) by Theorem 3.5. 
We call a projectivity a bijection between two partially ordered sets which 
preserves the partial order and a duality a bijection between two partially 
ordered sets which inverts the partial order. Let 
Q = (S C IIP 1 S is a closed submodule}, 
d9 = (J C 2 1 J is a right annihilator}, 
.G& = {H C Z 1 His a left annihilator}. 
THEOREM 3.8. (a) The maps J& -+ V by J+ N(J) and Q + JX& by 
S --+ l?=(S) determine a duality between % and A& . 
(b) The maps JZ’~ -+ V by H + PH and 59 + ~2’ by S + G,(S) determine 
a projectim’ty between % and ,QZ~ .
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Proof. To show (a), suppose S is closed. Then by Theorem 3.4(a), &(S) = 
9z(&(S)) is a right annihilator. Suppose J is a right annihilator and S = N(J). 
Then N&(S)) = N(&(N(J)) = N(J) = S and S is closed. For J, 
while for S, 
s + Bz(S) -+ q&-(s)) = s. 
Thus, we have a natural bijection between @? and J& . It is easy to see that the 
partial order is reversed. 
To show (b), suppose S is closed. Then L:(S) = .?Zz(Rz(S)) by Corollary 3.7 
and &(S) is a left annihilator. Suppose H is a left annihilator, say H = &(I?). 
Then H = pz(B) = &(N(B)) by Lemma 3.3(c) and PH = P&x(N(B)) = N(B) 
by Theorem 3.1. It remains to show N(B) is closed. But N&(N(B)) = N(B) 
so N(B) is closed by Theorem 3.5. Finally, if H = 9=(B) then 
and 
H -+ PH + &(PH) = &(N(B)) 
= -Y&B) 
=H 
s -I&(S) --t P&(S) = s. 
It is easy to see these maps preserve the partial order. 
COROLLARY 3.9. The mappings 
%: ii&v + LQ) 
and 
92: L(S) -+ Bz(S) 
determine a duality between JX& and ds . 
If S and Tare R-submodules of RP, set 
&=(S, T) = {u in 2 1 To G Sj. 
Clearly, &(S, P) = h=(S) and &r(S) C&(5’, T). There is a natuml group 
morphism 
by 
7: &( T, S) -+ Hom,(P/S, P/T) 
u -+ UT, 
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P/S -% P/T 
Given fl: P/S -+ P/T, we obtain a map fi = rr/3: P ---f PIT. By the projectivity 
of P, j9 lifts to /J: P + P. It is easy to see that SF C T and p = /3. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. (a) There is an exact sequence of Abeliangroups 
o -+ &(T) + &( T, S) -L Hom,(P/S, P/T) -+ 0. 
(b) If T = S, part (a) gives a ring isomorphism 
4. AUTOMORPHISMS OF 22 
Let A: C+ I= be a ring automorphism. Then P becomes a right Z-module 
in two ways: 
p.Z by PO = ( P)O 
and 
I P ZA bY P o u = (PI 44 
bR 
b 
t TV: RP -+ Re be the projection. Then r, is in Z and 7raa = rr, is an idem- 
tent. Let pc = A(rr,). Then pe2 = pe and Ppe is a direct summand of P. 
Consequently, 
R” N End,(Re) 
N T,E~-, 
N 7rc CQ (by density), 
= Pe CPe (by 4 
N End,(Pp,). 
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We say that Pit(R) is trivial if whenever Q is a projective R-module and 
End(,Q) N Ro then RQ II R, i.e., RQ is f ree of dimension 1. If R is commutative 
then “Pit(R) is trivial” coincides with the Picard Group Pit(R) being a trivial 
group. 
Suppose R is such that Pit(R) is trivial. By the above Ppe is free of dimension 1. 
Thus, Ppe = Rf, where f is unimodular. 
By Theorem 2.5 Pz = eZ is a cyclic Z-module. Similarly PzA = f.E is a 
cyclic Z-module. Define 
@: eu + f 0 u = fA(u). 
We claim this is an isomorphism of Z-modules. 
To show @ is well defined suppose eu = eoL. Then 
f 0 u = (VP,) A(o) (where f = vpe , v in P), 
= vA7r&la 
= vA(n,o) 




Clearly @ is surjective and the above argument also shows Q, is injective. Hence 
@: e.Z + fZ is a Cisomorphism. 
Let OL and p be in Z. Consider 
((e&-4@ = (8>@ 0 u = (8) @A(u), 
where we write the action of @ on the right. Hence (e& = (8) @A(u) a-l. On 
the other hand, P = eZ, thus if x is in P then there is a /3 with x = e/L The above 
shows that for any x in P xu = &i(u) F-l, i.e., u = @A(u) @p-l or A(o) = 
@-lu@. 
For x and y in P, 
(x + y)@ = (eu + eP)Qi (for some u and /I), 
= W + PN@ 
=w)o(u+P) 
= (eu)@ + (e/3)@ 
= xip -j-y@. 
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For T in R and x in P, rx = r(eu) = (eu) p,. for suitable (I in Z and /3,.: x + TX. 
It is straightforward to check that 
where 4: R -+ R is a ring isomorphism induced by 4% Hence Q, is a semilinear 
R-morphism of P. 
We have proven the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose Pit(R) is trivial. If A: Z -+ Z is a ring automorphism, 
then there is an R-semilinear isomorphism @: P + P satisfying 
A(u) = @-%J@ 
for all a in 22 
We finish by relating Aut(Z) to Aut(E,). Suppose A: Z -+ Z is a ring auto- 
morphism. Then li JE,: E, --t E, is a ring automorphism. The restriction map 
gives a group morphism Aut(Z) -+ Aut(E,). The above result shows Aut(Z) -+ 
Aut(E,) is surjective. 
Suppose (1 IsO = identity. Let u be in .Z and x be in P. Let {x,}, (fA} be a dual 
basis for P. Then 
where the sum is finite. Note .ZuA , x,,] is in EO . Since E,, is a two-sided ideal 
(.Z[fA , xJ)u is in Es . 
Consider 
XAU = X(Z[fA ) xJ) (lo 
= -qqfA 7 %I) AJ 
since (1 Is, = identity. Thus 
XAU = XA(Z[f~ , XJU) 
= x(Z[f, 9 T3l)a 
= xu. 
Since this is for arbitrary x, n(u) = u, i.e., n = identity. Thus, the kernel of 
the restriction map is the identity. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Aut(Z) N Aut(E,) under /I -+ n IEO. 
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